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Wario smash 4 render

We have detected that JavaScript has been disabled in this browser. Please enable JavaScript or twitter.com browser to continue using it. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center Brawl 7.3/10 I know I never noticed that capricious smile until I was pointed out ... Anyway, a fairly simple pose works. Quite
good for a 10-year-old rendering, it is rare for Samus to stop this version. Smash 4 8.5/10 He definitely developed according to what he looks like in Brawl, and that's not counting jet boots, too! He looks more serious, and then almost seems to be going to kick back with his left foot like he did, fitting him with jet boots. There is an
improvement in almost everything about this Samus, including his face, lips, Zero Suit new design and colors, the parante things next to his hands, the gun design basic looking more futuristic, and well, there is a development that makes them jet botdy. Overall, it's pretty good. Ultimate 10/10 We're talking now! As Smash 4's rendering has
made improvements to make Brawl's better, Ultimate shot 4's Let's pose has made further improvements to start by saying it looks amazing and serious, and he's pointing the gun at the weapon in some way as if it really means business. Then look at this Zero Suit and its colors! More neatly coloring than it once was, dark blue colors have
bright painting in a way that seems to reflect a better dark blue, light suit off (some light doesn't actually reflect off the suit), and improved painting and shining them on jet boots. And let's not forget one more important thing. He's got muscles! Mostly the most definitely difference around the legs, and a little bit on the arms, but also a little
below the chest area. Basically you can see the shape of his body much easier, and as I said before, muscles them, as he had (I mean like about 190 kilos without that suit, right?). Did I tell you I like how the hair flows and the gun looks better than it used to? To short-cut smash 4's rendering shows Samus better than brawl rendering,
Ultimate's rendering made Samus look bigger than Smash 4 1000. You know, I'd be impressed if it looked like this. I'll be honest, I can't see the smile on Brawl, but I like it. Ultimate is my favorite again. : 6/10: Ok forgive me but it looks high like a kite. : 8/10: Eww has an insect on the gross floor to kill him KILL! : 10/10: Thin but intense. I
like it. Zero Suit Samus rendering from best to worst: Smash Ultimate Smash 4 Smash Brawl : 8/10 : 9/10 : 10/10 Ultimate: 8/10 Sm4sh: 8/10 Brawl: 7/10 SSB4 is the best because it tends to jump around the best – general agility. 9/10 SSB5 beautiful, good atmosphere, good hair rendering. There's a lot of emphasis on boots. 8/10 SSB3
One of the worst renderings in the game, breaasts look detached, he zero (see what he does there?) muscles, facially looks like a strange internship project. 2/10 Last edit: Mar 5, 2019 Fight: 7.5/10, this snap-your-neck-with-a-plasma-whip gives you aura but not many personalities. Wii U/3DS: 7.5/10, it gives some of the metroids some
**** but vibration that it is still about to look for a planet to kill multi-person. Also, Link, Fox, ZSS, Captain Falcon, and a few others of IIRC share all these strange side-by-side line/jump/air thing poses and I don't know why it's used so continuously. Ultimate: 9/10, nothing is very special but a big improvement on the previous rendering, but
also gives this be good 'tase-the-*-outta-yo-ass while expressing Samus' cold demeanor. Something very special here but ZSS has already started as half a character * shrug * Last edited: Mar 5, 2019 while this is not the politest way to ask this you can't do it faster, I probably can. Nevertheless, I should also be aware that I am a person
with various things that can take up to my time with obligations, responsibilities, university studies, a job and a lot of time during the week (in addition to just completely losing time piece by piece); and so I can't always make sure I'm on time with these updates perfectly. I'm sorry you don't like it, and it's not for me. But that's what's going
on. For now, however: He's greedy go-getter, bag-grabbing pile-driving pulverizer, who has too lazy to go on real treasure hunt and is just low with a golden fart that makes video games with people who should know better to really associate it with him: #30 Wario Brawl: Image Link HQ Image Link (Early Release) When starting into it with
Wario's, I like how it depicts it. There's something about this pose, his arms coming out with his hands. He doesn't know if he's robbing you or not, if he's going to beat you up. the intention is left very ambiguated. These surprising causes are often threatening for a clearer character than a bright, sunny day in the middle of summer in Death
Valley, California. He is well known, familiar or does not make any kind of familiar Wario kind of pose, I remember initially being disappointed that I first saw all these years ago. This is said, hindsight 20-20, and is now considered a pretty good pose. 8/10 Brawl: Image Link (GOOD GRIEF was a pain in finding the smashboards compatible
image of this alternative outfit) Great Image Link (Not HQ) And then there's the first example of an alternative costume with a unique pose attached to it. This is a direct reference to the Wario pose, which I particularly like. Wario Land 4. Arms out, three fingers in 'W'. It's a direct call. As an alternative costume, this works really well. 9/10
Wii U/3DS: Image Link I'm just going to go out and say: I don't actively like it Pose. I think it's horrible, and it doesn't fit Wario at all. Damn, Mario doesn't fit the IMO. It's really weird and out of place. She is like copying a Mario jump but butchering with poor positioning while trying to keep posing for the camera. It just doesn't work. To make
matters worse, the alternative outfit will not change the pose. It's a largely missed opportunity. 3/ 10 Ultimate: Image Link Hey, Wii rendering for you and 3DS Wario wasn't huge. What do you suggest we do for Ultimate? ... How about we mix up both of his renderings in Brawl, give him a pinch or two and say one day? You're a genius! And
what an amazing mixture! They're almost both one by one! Heck even threw a bone rendering holding the Sm4sh leg lift. He has wide open mouth again, flashing W-fingers, with a really nice silhouette to boot. Unlike both Brawl renderings, despite, their arms are very easily distinguished from the rest of their body. She doesn't need a
different pose in her alternative costume as this works well enough for both outfits. With this, they caught the best of both worlds! 9.5/10 Biggest: &gt; &gt; &gt; What do you think of Wario's various poses? Last edit: Mar 8, 2019 Zero Suit Samus's rendering in order from best to worst: Smash Ultimate Smash Smash Smash 4 Last edit: Mar
8, 2019 : 8/10 A good pose that works with his biker outfit, there's nothing more to say. : A beautiful tribute to one of Wario's artworks from 9/10 Wario Land 4. : 5/10 I was trying to go for some kind of Warioware style posing but I just think it looks really weird and really doesn't cover Wario that well. This pose looks even worse on a wario
jumpsuit. : 9.5/10 Wario's poses worked for either his biker or tulumalt, but neither of them did. Wario's Ultimate rendering works great for both outfits as this character helps to show that he is loud and greedy wearing it regardless. Fight: 8/10 is all right for wario's worse role in The Altuzay Ambassador. Pose legible gives me Darth Vader
vibrations. Brawl (Bottom): 8/10, I don't like it that much because its plumber outfit IMO Wario always seems kind of weird to me, but it's a good reference. Sm4sh: 4/10 boring Ultimate: 10/10 its wario : 4/10 : 6/10 : 8/10 : 10/10 I like the whole rendering to the same degree. Even the S4 paints him well. They're all great on their own. 9.5/10
for everyone : 6.5/10. I could have done better. : 7/10. Although I personally played wario games it's a little better then maybe I'm not missing a reference or anything. : 5/10 Ew. : 8.5/10. Probably for the best. O infiltrator extraordinaire, sneaky expert, legendary mercenary: #31 Snake Brawl: (Early) Image Link Hey, do you all know this
rendering? This is Snake's early announcement rendering! All the characters who made the first trailer for Brawl were all a little different. last in-game jobs. Apart from these, Snake was the only rendering that actually changed drastically through development, aka, model or lighting had different poses as opposed to differences. To get it
right, if you've seen character illustrations make up the Metal Gear series, you can only realize that standing there and looking cool is a Metal Gear tradition. However, this rendering is heroic towards stand-off theme. Obviously, there's an enemy in front of you, but the war hasn't happened yet. It's like a pre-fight rendering. It works well if
you see it in this regard. It's pretty static, though. 7.2/10 Brawl: Image Link Now on official and final Brawl rendering for Snake. He's the one in this war stance. This has a very different feel to it. He went to war, but he hasn't acted yet. Most likely hamletahmin of his opponents. It's as static as the last one, but there's a more dynamic feeling
about war. However, he looks dead on camera. Are we the strugglers?! This is not normally a problem with another rendering, but even the whole stance is focused on the viewer. I'm sure there's some kind of filmmaking or composition rule here. Even though I like this pose much more silhouette. 7.8/10 Ultimate: Image Link And now it
has our Ultimate rendering which puts snake in a much more dynamic and different pose that is definitely known to go into. In pursuit, his arm is against his leg, and with the other hand he accesses his Codec. The overall shape of this rendering is fantastic. I love that even the ripples and curves of your suit can be seen from the silhouette.
It also beed clear that the kneelids were covered with protruding pads. You could have said they were knees on Brawl, but it's clear what they are here. I also like visible muscle in his left arm; The shape is perfect. However, because the right hand codec does not have fingers directly in his ear. 8.9/10 Biggest: &gt; &gt; (Early) What do
you think of Snake's renderings? Are they strong enough for you? Or is he grinding metal gears? Snake's works in order from best to worst: Smash Ultimate Smash Brawl Snake Ultimate looks cleaner, but Brawl has more details. I'm going with Ultimate but this is what it looks like in games that run the previous jump n. Oh. And for the
snake: ( Early ) 6/10. He's ever played a metal gear game, but he doesn't look great like any other pose. She seems to be looking at some hot girl lol. : 8.5/10. It's pretty good. There's not much to say about that. : 9.5/10. Now, just fit me or pose with a more metal gear. Yes, I know I've never said I played a metal gear game, but this looks
like a pose in games. Or at least I can assume. pose with more metal gear. Yes, I know I've never said I played a metal gear game, but this looks like a pose in games. Or at least I can assume. This That's how it is. The pose in which he crouches, in the coldizik, with the other arm touching his ear, is the one he gets while making a cryptic
call. Early: 7.5/10, a bit boring but Metal Gear looks right out. Fight: 3/10, dog ****. It doesn't look like a snake fight pose, it doesn't fit it and it's boring. It looks more like he's about to get into a street fight than a spying tan or a secret mission. Also make all the wrinkles in his suit look his bulimic Ultimate: 8.5/10, not to say much but fits the
Snake very well. Last edit: Early May 6, 2019: 7/10, all-around is just a solid rendering and much more (pun not intended) Fight: 5/10, early rendering is not so different, and incredibly not interesting, and he looks towards the viewer with that glazed look in his eyes super comfy Ultimate: 7.9/10, which seems to be very dynamic, more



interesting, he seems to be actively engaged. But... What's he doing with his hand? He's obviously not wearing headphones. Rendering isn't even sure why it's attracting attention to something that's not there. Final edit: Mar 13, 2019 Ultimate: 7.9/10, very dynamic, more interesting, he seems to be actively engaged in infiltration. But...
What's he doing with his hand? He's obviously not wearing headphones. Rendering isn't even sure why it's attracting attention to something that's not there. He's using a codec, which can't be seen. They are nanomaxines that are activated by touching the ear area and in this note... However, because the right hand codec does not have
fingers directly in his ear. The placement of the fingers is correct. Snake didn't put his fingers directly in his ear for the codec. I'd score points for his weird half-squat, because Snake never did that. In games, he kneels whenever he speaks to someone in the codec. I'm going to praise Snake's flowing Bandana. Probably the least modified
piece of each rendering though it walks legend radiant hero, the blue flame path and led the Greil Mercenaries: starting with #32 Ike Brawl: Image Link Ike, who very quickly rose through the ranks as my favorite all-time game characters, we have rendering of his Brawl. There's an air of cloud strife in the battle stance. I love the sword
accent here, it looks like a pretty chunky gun. This is a rendering a bit static: the cape has almost no flow, yet bandana queues disagree and the cape flows in the opposite direction to lean ... Strange. Either way, I like to focus on this rendering. 7/10 Wii U/3DS: Image Link Pure gold name is Ragnell! This hands down is one of my personal
favorite renderings of the entire Smash series. He loves his confidence in his posture. Seeing the difference between Ike's two designs, he began lean because he was actually selling this work for me, with this anime-bishounen style of appearance, but then suddenly he creates muscle Shapes into this beefcake of a triumphant standing
man resting on a knife with his hand stuck on the ground. He may be looking for a pose for the camera, but it's working. Ironically, this rendering of the sword is less focused and less large-looking, but on the contrary Ike himself looks bigger. 10/10 Ultimate: Image Link Spoiler: Alternative Outfit Image Link Honestly, looking at the eyes of
the direction Ike in the only difference between the two renderings, I don't think it's enough to guarantee a separate assessment. I still prefer this design, however, and so I prefer this rendering in general. This rendering shows ike in the middle of the war. In fact, you can also find it in this full pose-game. So it's not an unused pose here as
it has a foundation during the game. It's an almost more battle-ready version of Ike's idle stance over the years. It's a pretty solid pose, and the flow works really well. Ike also offers a beautiful comparison picture of both his designs and how he changed between his games. The biggest thing they offered Ike was to be able to choose
between the two designs, because there were a lot of people who liked Ike's original design better. 8.6/10 Biggest to Largest: &gt; &gt; Ike's had some pretty solid rendering over the years. I don't see Ultimate rendering as its absolute best rendering, but it's still good. What do you think of Ike's work over the years? Last edited: Mar 21,
2019 : 8/10. I loved the coloring on Ike. Pop advertising that really causes you to look a lot like a real Fire Emblem render. The real pose is aight tho. : 9/10. He's swole amnesty now and he's showing it. Look at this big guy: 9/10. I love her details, this pose makes her look sexy and all around the compliments are very rendering.
Personally I would say this is much better than a sm4sh but objective as I have to put it in the same layer. For Radiant Dawn, the bottom honest seems a little odd tho. Idk why but I honestly want to fall down an 8 1/2. : 8/10. Brawl general aesthetics really fits Ike well, and the pose really means his rougher fighting style compared to other
sword warriors. : 9/10. RD Ike is a lot of guys, and when I first saw this, I fell in love with him. Calm but wild. : 7.5/10. Not bad at all, but the pose fits more imo than PoR Ike. No matter what, it captures the pretty good Ike character. ( Early ) 5/10 : 5/10 : 10/10 : 4/10 : 6/10 : 10/10 : 10/10 #1 The new design reveals it. #2 Basic, but it works.
#3 the way he holding the sword, he'd be on top of the other two, which makes him look like an idiot. #1 fits him perfectly. It's like he's releaseing the power of mind to you. That's great. #2 not bad, you just want to look much better than a very different Pokemon. #3Why't he looking at the camera? And why is it so anorxic and curvy? #1: I
feel like it fits him because it shows he's a heavy hitter. He also made his best #2: showing off his sword. It shows your wild personality. It's also one of your regiments. #3: Nothing This pose says Ike IUAM. It'll look good for Roy, tho. #1's not cool, but it actually seems to be in the middle of a great battle. #2He just ..... It's right there. I'll
give #1Fits best and he'll fit her best forever. #2Pretty boring, but his speed shows. #3I can't even express in words how stupid you look. #1 perfect shows his evil. #2 stretches your muscles and you can see the abodox. #3 Wario abandons all evil and is a lucky opponent. . #4 nothing about this pose says Wario. He'd look a lot better if he
didn't hold a peace sign. #1Just. That's great. Knee-bent, gun aside, great. #2Not's cool, but at least he's showing his athleticism. #3 wAtCh OuT, this is hAvE a Gun Ugh. Last edit: Mar 21, 2019 Please accidentally made 32 corrections not 312 Please damn, melee really add over 200 characters? Couldn't Waluigi still get in? But in Ult...
especially with both RD/PoR skins available ... And this rendering? Ike is fantastic looking, easily smashed and out as well as my favorite FE character, so it's nice to see him finished right. Fight Ike: 6/10 4 Ike: 7/10 Ult Ike: 9.5/10 7/10: Some of you for nostalgia reasons don't understand. 8/10: I think this pose is a bit exaggerated but
good. 5/10: I'm not a fan of this pose flour. He looks bad, I think, but he doesn't look so good. So Ike is only 312. anyway: : 7.5/10 is a way to go simple and clean (though the face looks kind of dead). It's nice to have your cape look here. : Granted, I'm not a big fan of his bulky look at RD, so I think this render takes a 6/10. : Now I notice
why Ike Ultimate seems to be off looking at this; Brawl and his PoR art, his tunic purple is veering towards dark blue almost (like his hair). Her Ultimate rendering, however, sucks at the genre - her tunic is a dark teal with her color-changing hair for a different shade of blue from both of her designs. On top of all this, his boots were
simplified -- the reddish-brown parts of the Brawl rendering and the PoR design turned into brown leather like everything else. Couple with this distracting cloak, I want to give this render a 4.5/10. Last edit: Mar 21, 2019 6/10: Not bad, not big. He looks ready for battle but calm, as ike should, but other than that, there's not much to say
about it. 9.5/10: Make my personal favorite rendering for this Ike when the grand design is combined with a very characteristic pose. The high color contrast helps nicely, showing all the small scratches on his armor and because he can reveal Ragnell's golden color. +0.5 shows all the necessary details to make a very large silhouette-
buff, large sword, vambrace, hairstyle, bandana- It's just like a shadow. 4.5/10: Something about this pose rubs at me the wrong way, which makes little sense since almost exactly his empty posture in the last two games, but a little more active and fluid. Maybe it just looks weird as a freezer frame. I know Ike said he was a pretty calm
guy, but his face doesn't really look calm here ... It's just empty. His beefcake rendering fixes a little bit by looking side-side by eyes, but it still looks a little strange to me. Last edited: Mar 21, 2019 Page 2 Ike's rendering in order from best to worst: Smash Brawl Smash Ultimate Smash 4 Last edited: Mar 21, 2019 : 7/10: The genre is
ominous but that's really it. : 7/10: I like the new look but his pose looks scarier than heroism. : 5/10: Every time I see this, I feel like I'm stroking your sword. Dear God, this thread is very good, but I just discovered it. God... it seems that someone now has to write a lot ... Spoiler: Excellent Participation Crew Mario 8/10: a simple pose that
nails the character completely. I really like it. 10/10: Easily render Mario best, pose wisely. Mario's signature jump animation. 4/10: Easily render Mario the worst. What's this karate pose? 5.5/10: I don't like this pose either. I don't usually like Smash portraying Mario as an angry fighter. Fireball Mario made it more aggressive and
completely unnecessary. 6.5/10: I don't usually like Ultimate's rendering. They are very dynamic for a pose of how to conceive a character. That's no exception. Was it really the best way to depict n-air Mario? Mario is still angry at this rendering but fortunately not as much as Sm4sh's ... General: &lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; Donkey Kong 7/10: This
render is ... Strange. It's okay, but it's not DK-ish. 6/10: this rendering is either not a big fan. Once again it's very strange and DK is not loyal. 8/10: here we go! This rendering highlights DK's muscle and strength, two features he will often boast of. He's a little too angry for my taste, but we're taking these. 7.5/10: Where is DK going? Looks
like he's in a hurry. I like this pose, but I prefer the one in Brawl. 9/10: A large rendering. The grin is unique and the DK strong body in general is largely shown in this pose: &lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; Link 5.5/10: it's not going to lie, or even save this 2D-style pose (and I love the 2D style used in Smash 64). It's very simple. 8/10: How can we improve
the previous process? We're going to bring Link forward. Cool. They just created a large rendering in a simple step (pun intended). This render is ready to fight the link path. 5/10: Smash 64 remastered. But 3D. 2/10: WHAT?!? Why did they bounce Link on his official mission? Like the one thing he's never done before Breath of the Wild! It
also looks really bad on amiibo. 8.5/10: How can we improve Melee's rendering? To get Link ready for battle. Big! I love blue, this is my favorite color, so it's like BotW style for natural Link. I wish he was still left-handed, Me... General: &lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; Samus 7/10: References Super Metroid's art. Beautiful. 7/10: still refers to the artworks
of Super Metroid. It's still good. It's almost no different than Smash 64. 7.5/10: slightly better. He's ready for more battle without being too dynamic. 8.5/10: large rendering. Perfect with the other M team. I like that it looks like it's coming out of a rescue point. 8/10: All I want more is Samus' design from Metroid: Samus Returns. A bulky suit
would look better with this pose. Overall: =&lt;&lt;&lt; Yoshi 3/10: good God what have they done to you? This... It's not Yoshi. No rank. I hate Yoshi's model in Melee. The worst of Smash. I can't sort Yoshi's Melee right. 7/10: Very cute. 9/10: so cute and charming! He walks away, but even though he's still looking at the camera. 8/10:
Between Brawl and Smash 4. I like it less than Smash 4 because it used to go away and I found it more attractive. In general: &lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; Kirby is a very long string (why isn't pink in smashboards palette?) 8/10: hello Kirby, how are you? Simple and effective, I love it. 7.9/10: almost 64 is the same, but a little less like a little. Maybe
it's for proportions. Or 3D style? I do not know. 8/10: Smash 64 is very different but I can't help but like they both make the same. I love Kirby 11/10: Kirby sitting and relaxing is the cutest thing I've ever seen on a video game console. 10/10: Granted, I love his dynamic despite kirby's Ultimate rendering. How can a Pink Puffball get me to
change my mind so quickly? General: &lt;=&lt;&lt; Fox 2/10: bad. That's weird. I don't like it at all. 6.5/10: that's good, I guess. I don't appreciate Fox very much, I'm sorry. 7.5/10: One of Fox's best renderings. I like the way he said it. 4/10: Strange. And that's going to be dab. I don't like it at all. 8.5/10: very clever. How do I make a good Fox
render? Put it like you're going to shoot him! I'm surprised they didn't find any footage of Fox contacting the base headlines. General: &lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; Pikachu 9/10: we already have a big one. I like the smart but cute expression. 4/10: I thought I liked fat Pikachu until I see this rendering. 5/10: not too bad, but very strange. What's he doing
with the front legs? 6/10: Very simple. Pikachu said, Come here, brother. 8.5/10: I want to carry this Pikachu with me for the rest of my life. And did you know that Pikachu Libre is a girl? General: &lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; Luigi 8/10: I'm not going to lie, I really like this art and nail the character in my opinion. He's goofy and like: what am I doing
here? 8/10: funny. It's a bad look, but it's really funny. 8/10: Although all three renderings are very different, I love them equally. This also nails luigi's character, calmly. I also like Luigi's roll pants legs. 1/10: terrible. What is this? 4/10: very funny and all, but why? Luigi is not strange, Luigi is shy, Luigi is fearful, but a I'm afraid Sakurai sees
him that way, and the last two renderings confirm that. General: &lt;&lt;&lt;== Ness 8/10: pink cheeks, a baseball bat and a little boy. How could you make a mistake with that? 6/10: I'm not exactly sure I understand what you're doing. 5/10: Remember when I said I didn't like renders when they were so dynamic? That's the opposite. This
rendering is too static to be fun. 8/10: the sign shape is cute. I like it. 9/10: Best depiction of Ness. I like the confident pose and the baseball bat. Unfortunately, they didn't pose with yo-yo. General: &lt;&lt;=&lt; Captain Falcon 8/10: I must say: it fits the 2D-style Falcon better than anyone else. Maybe it's because I love superhero comics. A
side note: This series IMO is the coolest stock icon. 7/10: quite strange, I can't lie. But it fits the character. 9/10: Signature military salute. It took them many years to realize it was a good pose. 6/10: Why are they doing this? They do a good job, then they do a strange job. This kick was nowhere to be found in the Falcon's motion set! 8/ 10:
A big pose, he seems to wrap up a Falcon Punch (for Faruconi Panchi Japanese) General: &lt;&lt; = &lt; Jigglypuff = = 2/10: I'm not going to bother sorting the same render three times. It's all lazy. That's why I'm going to be lazy. 7/10: Jiggs returns. Hooray. 7.5/10: Although the first three renderings are similar, I think this is a bit more like
Smash 4's. Jigglypuff must be tilted to the ground. The character is even more numbered. General: ==&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; I'm done for tonight, but soon I'll continue with what melee veterans and Brawl ones have done so far. Ike, the 32nd fighter, is a simple man with simple rendering: :7/10 A very nice reference to Radiant Dawn's latest attack.
However, visually, it is not particularly interesting. Holding a sword, although it shows its incredible power, can make it look flat-footed than it actually is. But for my personal taste, it's a little boring. (Perhaps, some flames, lol may have been used) :8/10 A nice change-up is a nice contrast to his previous rendering and many other
renderings. Instead of being dynamic, Ike stands tall and solid like a rock. Vertical lines everywhere give a sense of height and strength that makes it really scary. Unfortunately, I quite like this as the ike makes things appear even more like the slow side. A little more spinning cape is a nice addition. Despite the RD Ike personality is a big
show. :9/10 A big fan of this. Ike finally uses Ragnell with one hand. The diagonal path in which he holds the sword, along with the rotating cape, add an interesting movement, dividing the area above and below the sword. The extended arm controls the entire Ragnell with one arm. Together, it captures how you really have backup power
and agility to use Good. It is also interesting to note that although statistically the same is the large amount of subtle changes with costumes. Rd eyes are sharper, less pure, while his face is bumper and chiseled. Her only rotating costume elements, her headband and cape, are noticeably worn, stretching out more than the cape's tatters
and the headband itself being quieter. It really shows how Ike stoicism has changed over the years. Spot-dodge animation is a strange choice to use, but the IMO is very well done. That's how I felt. I see a lot of people hate Ike's new role, but he's the only one who feels super true to ike as a character in my eyes. He goes from his PoR to
the RD skin... You could say Ike saw some ** between those days. I just really like it in general. Final edit: Mar 23, 2019 He's the little turtle Pokemon, the first water starter, and Pokemon Trainer first Pokemon: #33 Squirtle Brawl: HQ Image Link Well, well, well, we start the pokemon trainer marathon (we'll be on these guys a little bit) with
the water squirting turtle. Now I'll give you a fair warning, Brawl are the best kind of render eh for these guys. The idea would be to minimize how average their rendering seemed when grouped together with each other. Squirtle just looks good. It almost seems to mimic Bowser's Brawl rendering ... But he's doing it badly because it's not
that scary. But... Is he smiling or angry? 5/ 10 Ultimate: Image Link Now you've ever seen a good rendering of Squirtle cheerful! She's so happy and bouncy (ironic for a turtle, no?) and she seems to be having fun! This rendering puts a smile on my face, just because joy is contagious to me. 8/10 One to the other: &gt; What do you think of
Squirtle's two renderings? I'm sure I don't actually have to ask, but ... Squirtle's rendering in order from best to worst: Smash Ultimate Smash Brawl Last edited: Mar 29, 2019 I keep spoiler ratings for Melee veterans: Melee veterans #13-#18 Peach 7.5/10: I'm really peachy, so tell me, 7.5/10 is a low score. However, the pose seems a little
off to me. I don't know, maybe it's the placement of your hands. 8.5/10: a very good rendering that nails the character to this point. I like the static but elegant pose of your hands and light expression. 9/10: A more dynamic approach for peaches. I like this rendering too, more than anyone has been seen before. The only thing that prevents
you from getting the perfect score is the face. There's something ... Off... I don't know how to describe it. 10/10: perfection. I think Ultimate Peach's rendering could be the best and one of the game, if not the best, the whole series. Everything is great: pose, expression, dress, umbrella. It's a dynamic rendering, but it still shows a lot of
character. I can go on. General: &lt;&lt;&lt; Bowser 3/10: gross. What is this? Godzilla? Why are all the colors so strange? And these short arms A t-rex for me? Because to me, the t-rex is just strange dinosaurs with very, very short and inadequate arms. 7/10: I like this rendering way more. But we have a problem here with the character
himself. Bowser as a sakurai monster is foreseen not in line with current Mario games and as I represent sakurai's second. So there is no big job representing Bowser as a monster, but ... I don't like it at all. 7/10: I think this is much better and more compatible with a color bowser because I give this the same score as the previous one, but
I would still prefer to pose and express Brawl. 5.5/10: I don't like this rendering. It's too wild for me. Look at Bowser's spirits and believe why I don't like this job. General: &lt;&lt;&lt;= Ice Climbers 5/10: Climbers are far apart, making the duo like a sum of two people. That's what they should avoid when they do Nana and Popo. 8/10: cool
(pun intended)! They put Nana and Popo together and looked like a real duo. They're focusing on the same goal. The only thing about how Nana holds the hammer is because it makes it difficult to see what color to use. 7.5/10: This is a good rendering, make no mistake, but the two Climbers are far apart. That's why I like Brawl's
comments more. General: &lt;&lt;&lt; Sheikh 7/10: I kind of like this rendering, but it largely shows why you don't like dynamic rendering: they make it difficult to see your character. Fortunately, CSS will never see this rendering. 6.5/10: Sheikh steps aside awkwardly. Looks like he's dancing. I don't like it because it's so dynamic again. Also
the positioning of his arms makes it really difficult to see the character. 6/10: Why do they always put the sheikh's arms in a strange way? They got it right with Greninja (spoiler alert) ! Jokes aside, the same critics seen at the previous point apply here. But for some reason, it's less like rendering. 8.5/10: This is a great rendering! The right
arm is in a strange position, but it doesn't cover his whole body. In addition, the Sheikh's new design is great, I really love it! He even got one of his best outfits from his best player! General: &lt;&lt;&lt; Zelda 8.5/10: look, I know the rendering OoT was supposed to be a reference for a moment, but not only does that camera actually me off.
But after all, she's a princess, she can do it. That's why I love it so much. It has everything right about Zelda (OoT, at least, best yet to come). 9/10: holy moly. TP had the best designs for both Zelda and Ganondorf IMO. This rendering represents Zelda's royal family in a large and elegant way. Unlike his alternate personality, arms are the
best part here. In particular, the positioning of hands. 10/10: Where do I start? Take the previous entry and multiply everything you read x10. There's almost no problem that way. Besides, should I be worried, because my favorite thing is your princesses. 6.5/10: I hate the redesign of Zelda for Ultimate. Did we need a second Peach? AND
I LIKE PEACHES! But Zelda used to be tough. Now he's just ... A bimbo. And even rendering fails to represent it. General: &lt;&lt;&lt; Dr Mario 7.5/10: first of all why what is Dr Mario in the game? Secondly, I kind of like this rendering. It's a lot of fun. He's showing it to a doctor, but it's definitely more Mario. From this Doc's Melee render
Brawl, his rendering represents Mario better than Blowing's ... 4/10: Good Lord Mario, calm down! The kind of rendering of this render is scary: how angry is Doc? After all, it's not my fault I'm sick. And in the U.S., this is a good chance to make some money, isn't it? This rendering represents neither a doctor nor Mario. 8.5/10: This
rendering is funny! I like the Dr. House air. Serious expression, relevant pose, and hands all make a big rendering, this time, mario more about a doctor. And that could be a good thing. I wish I had a rendering about Ultimate Mario ... Overall: &lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; I'm done for tonight. It's getting late, and I have a math test tomorrow, so I'd better
#1. I'd still like his head turned a little bit. #2Again, overly complex poses in Ultimate. Is he trying to grab a ledge? Is he trying to be spoink? #1't like this pose at first, but it grew on me. #2Pretty boring, but it nails his personality. #3Like, but I don't like your dress spreading so far. Never. #4I think he tried to make her look elegant, but all I
see is cockyness. The ugly dress also scores. #1 really war damage color scheme. This render adds its evil shown. #2Just peach's SSB4 rendering, it grew to me. Bright colors look good, too. #3He looks like an idiot. I think they tried to make him look wild, but they failed completely. #4 He's just ...... he looks at the sides. Points for
anorexia, too. Final edit: Mar 27, 2019 Terrible for brawl rendering, so **ing seems odd- Ultimate version however, I adore Melee veterans to finish, okay? Spoiler: Melee veterans #19-#26 Pichu 8/10: so cute, I love how it looks so similar to Ultimate Pikachu's rendering. It's nice of him to spread his arms like he's trying to hug me. 9/10:
Melee's rendering is even sweeter! First of all, I want to accept pichu as the forgotten veteran I want most. Why show me this rendering (and give me other justifications about Pokémon reproduction) when they ask me. He looks like he's spinning with his foot, he's so cute. Overall: &lt; Falco 7.5/10: The best part of this rendering is the fact
that Falco is not even looking at the audience. It carries the idea of a largely cocky space ace. But one thing I don't like is the positioning of your left hand. That's what it looks like... Strange... 9.5/10: fantastic rendering. Take everything I said about Falco's portrayal of Melee and multiply it 50 times except for the weird hand. That smug
smile, smug, arms crossed, Solid overall frame make for a fantastic rendering. dab/10: strange. Next. 3/10: What were they thinking? Indeed, this is not an improvement from the previous one. Where do I start? Arms? Legs? Everything about this rendering is strange, to say the least. In general: =&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; Marth 7/10: this is a basic
render's. It's solid. He says almost nothing about the character, but he's good enough. 8/10: An overall improvement on previous processing. How much can only be achieved by changing an arm and camera angle ... 9.5/10: man! That's great! I've been being very generous lately, but they keep hitting me well! The posture is great! It's
great to have her holster and I love the flow of capes. And they did MARTH MANLY! Seriously, when I locked Brawl Marth I really thought it was a woman ... 7.5/10: Recently, a common theme is a fact that I don't like how I position a character's arms. And that's the way it is this time. The worst part is marth holding Falchion. It doesn't
seem natural to me. Overall: &lt;&lt;&lt; Young Link 6/10: This is a very low score for one of my favorite characters, but the way he is holding his sword and shield ... They're looking at me. We can barely see the edge of the Kokiri Sword, and the Deku Shield covers a very large part of his body. It's not bad, but it's definitely not good. 8/10:
Another character I'm really glad they added back. This pose reminds me of the end of Spin Attack. That's a nice reference, but I don't like this rendering either. Overall: &lt; Ganondorf 4.5/10: look, I know the story. But this Ganondorf is definitely based on his OoT look. So why did they give him the sword in moly's name? OoT ganondorf
is the only game THAT DOES NOT USE A SWORD! Render itself is quite solid, but the sword really me off. 9/10: a definite improvement. Both positioning and style. I like TP designs for Ganondorf and Zelda. They look incredible. His face and arm make me think of a real bad guy when I realize this image. Great job! 8.5/10: and they
continued with good rendering! This rendering really carries the idea of power connected to Ganondorf. The sturdy body frame helps to make a good rendering. And the icing on the cake is definitely the chest wound they didn't mysteriously add in Brawl. Dude, I can't wait to see Ganondorf's show in Ultimate! After a rough start, I definitely
learned how ... 6/10: oh. The Ocarina of time. I certainly didn't expect that. But what's he doing with those hands? He's buying apples? I admit it though, the red cape is beautiful. General: &lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; Mewtwo 5.99/10: Good Lord is how bad this rendering is aged. I think maybe the most GC games (take Super Mario Sunshine or Wind
Waker as an example) are much worse old because of the realistic style Melee graphics. Actually, the pose itself isn't so bad. IT's BAD enough. But his fingers are weird. 8/10: That's great. This is Melee rendering! But it's true! Both model and kamera açısının kendisi. Cilalı. Bu render gibi. 7.5/10: her nasılsa, ben Mewtwo Ultimate modeli
onun Smash 4 bir daha az gibi. Ben bu poz gibi hissediyorum da karakterin daha az temsilcisi, görmek için çok daha net olmasına rağmen. Bu yüzden Smash 4'ten sadece 0.5 puan daha az alıyor. Genel: &lt;&lt; Roy 6.5/10: bu çok temel bir render's. Başka bir kelimem yok. 6/10: Aynı şeyi üst üste iki kez yapmadılar, değil mi? Eh, onlar
Jiggs için üç kez yaptım ... Roy'u bu kadar ağır ve zırhlı olmaları hiç hoşuma gitmedi. Melee'deki tasarımını tercih ederim. 2/10: Ultimate en zayıf render biri, en azından benim için. Neden yan eğimi kadar garip bir poz u yeğlediler? Neden bu noktada havaya ya da aşağı şut değil! Ben Ultimate ile herkes için dYnAmIc render oluşturmak
için çalıştı düşünüyorum, ama bazen başarısız korkuyorum ... Ve Roy çok güzel bir örnek. Genel: &lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; (yan not: Ben, şimdiye kadar, Roy serisinin en kötü render olduğunu düşünüyorum). Mr. Game &amp; Watch = 7/10: iyi. Aslında kısa mini oyunlar bir karışımı olan bir karakter için, onlar yeterli daha fazlasını yaptı. Bu görüntüleri
birlikte derecelendirdim çünkü tamamen aynılar. Ben daha çok G&amp;W's Melee hisse senedi simgesi gibi söyleyebilirim. 7.5/10: Ben çaba için teşekkür ederiz. G&amp;W'nin benzersiz bir görüntülerini yaptılar. Ama o kadar da ilginç değil. 3/10: Gerçekten, flagman? Nwo? Ultimate'da mı? G&amp;W hakkında söyledikleri her şey orijinal
oyunlarda ortaya çıkan sprite'ı taklit etmek için model değiştirdiği ydi. Overall: &lt;&lt;=&lt; Welp, I finished Melee. That's good because Melee's models were pretty bad. Oh, don't worry for Lucina. She's coming alongside the other Echo Fighters in a separate post (yup, I'm going to do even Ultimate newcomers). See you later! It's the
second stage of the first grass starter, the second Pokemon in ANY Pokedex, and the second part of the trainer trio: #34 Ivysaur Brawl: Image Link We have our standard render here for Ivy. It's not much, pretty static, though I like how it's position. It doesn't do a great job of showing the back legs, though it's still clearly quadrupedal. It
does fall in line with all the art of Ivysaur up to this point. What I don't like is those weird, dark creases around the eyes. Like who did your makeup, Ivysaur? Ganondorf? It doesn't work with a non-villain character (not to mention it doesn't even have that in all its other portrayals). 5/10 Ultimate: Larger Image Link That's a bright, colorful,
expressive Ivysaur! Also, love the presence of the vines in the render. The render itself is super dynamic, it almost resembles Ivysaur's handstand taunt. I like how cartoonish it looks though, a great style for the mon. Also, I just realized the nails on the legs in the Brawl render look real nasty compared to the nails in this render, and I mean
nasty in the not-good way. I also like that it's mouth is open in the render, more diverse in expression as opposed to super serious I'm in Brawl face. 7.4/10 One over the &gt; What do you you Have you thought about Ivy's impregns? Ivysaur works in order from best to worst: Smash Ultimate Smash Brawl Spoiler: Insert Morty Quote : 7 : 9
: 7 : 6 : 8 : 4 : 6 : 8 (Come to the first yo house and face not to give an Imma) : 7 : 8 : 5 : 8 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 5 : 7 : 8 : 5 : 9 : 5 : 8 : 7 : 6 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 10 : 7 : : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 6 : 6 : 6 : 8 : 6 : 6 : 7 : 7 : 9 : 6 : 8 : 6 : 6 : 6 : 8 : 8 : 7 : : 7 : 7 : 6 : 8 : 9 : 7 : 7 : 6 : 6 : 7 : 7 : 6 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 8 : 6 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8
: 6 : : 9 : 6 : 7 : 7 : 8 : 8 : 10 : AHM GEH/10 : 8 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 6 : 6 : 8 : 7 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 8 : 8 : 7 : 7 : 8 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 6 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 6 : 8 : 8 : 6 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 6 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 8 : 7 : 8 : 8 : 7 : 7
: 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7 : 9 : 9 : 4 : 8 Ile Birlikte: 5 (Meh, Looksa Flat 5: 5) ( DAHA İyi 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. Bottom 5: 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. This is the second stage of the first grass starter, ANY Pokedex second Pokemon, and the second part of the trio of trainers: #34 Ivysaur Brawl: Image Link We have the standard rendering here for Ivy. It's not much, it's pretty
static, but I like your position. Although he is still clearly four-legged, he does not do a great job showing hind legs. So far, it suits all of Ivysaur's art. What I like is those weird, dark wrinkles around the eyes. Who did your makeup, Ivysaur? Ganondorf? It doesn't work with a character who's not bad (not even in all other depictions). 5/10
Ultimate: Big Image Link is bright, colorful, meaningful Ivysaur's! Also, I like the presence of render vines. Rendering itself is super dynamic, almost similar to mocking Ivysaur's handstand. I seem to caricature a great style for mon, though. Also, I just notice that brawl rendering looks really bad compared to nailing this rendering on the
legs, and I mean bad in a way that is not good. I'm also open to this mouth rendering, as more expressed as super serious as opposed to the face of Ben Brawl clubs. 7.4/10 One to the other: &gt; What do you think of Ivy's renderings? : 7.25/10 I understand I don't like some realistic looks, but this doesn't look bad. It gives me a
Picmin/Forest vibe and I love it. The light bulb is pretty good in my opinion. And the leaves have a beautiful shade for them. I've got a few problems. It doesn't really stand out, and the navy blue spots don't go down well with the water skin reflecting the light. It looked pretty good for Smash Bros. : 8.9921875/10 Much better overall. It has a
more pop-out and cartoony look, and I appreciate that. Dark blue spots now fit quite well, and how ivysaur vines show. The light bulb also looks nicer and more elegant than I appreciated. They're both fine, but I prefer Brawl. I like that he took out his via lashes, but it's wrong to put him in the air because it's been going on for four months. I
have an idea for the Bonus Round as it is everywhere today. We need to One for Reggie. Final edit: Alas 1, 2019 He's the latest evolution of the first fire starter, national dex 6 Pokemon, and the latest member of the trio of trainers: #35 Charizard Brawl: The Big Image Link And here's Charizard! It's funny, Charizard technically appeared
as both a Pokeball Pokemon of both 64 and Melee: setting precedent for future characters hoping to get assist types upgraded (which two did, yay!) but now let's see how he appeared in Brawl. It's pretty standard so far. Not super dynamic, but again this was supposed to be for a group photo. Quite static, not a sense of movement, he just
posed for the camera. It's not bad, but it doesn't stand out. 6/10 Wii U/3DS: Image Connection And here we have a slightly better version of the render we just saw. Jokes on squirrel and ivysaur, though; At least Charizard got into Sm4sh. However, it is not clear what Charizard should do in this business. His leg's up, he's got a few slightly
cheesy claws, but his neck seems to hurt a little bit. The left wing is somehow the same as Brawl, but the right wing is more. It's more dynamic, but I wish it were more interesting. This rendering has never tended to look like nobel or sumptuous and 'zard's rendering, nor does it look flying or angry/violent. Where's the power? There's none
of that for independent Pokemon. 6.4/10 Ultimate: Image Link This is a little less direct than I prefer, but this is a big improvement on the last two renderings in my eyes. Looks quite angry, Charizard swoops almost down and looks ready to bite someone's head off. Look at that predatory look; He sees his next victim! The only touch that
would be loved to see here is either fire or steam spreading through the mouth as Ash's Charizard does. Other details to look out for: Look at these leg muscles! The tail and neck curvature are also nice! Overall, it's quite large, especially when Ultimate is lined up with other instructor members. 8.5/10 Most Of The Largest: &gt; &gt; Which
processing do you prefer? I prefer Ultimate Charizard. The other two renderings look a little derpy. Charizard'S best-to-worst rendering: Smash Ultimate Smash Brawl Smash 4 Charizard'S rendering is none bad. I brawl the most, he just roars, then Smash 4, he stomps to the ground (and because he grew up to me), and then Ultimate, like
the scene to use his wings. Fight 4/10 shot 4 2/10 final 10/10 : I think this rendering fits Charizard best, there is still this Dragon look while maintaining the cartoon style that should be. : These render colors are probably my favorite pop, but Charizard looks very clumsy. There's nothing I can say about it, I don't like it. Final edit: April 4, 2019
Let's continue with the fighting veterans, shall we? Spoiler: Brawl veterans #27-#35 Meta Knight 7.5/10: MK is a character I have some problem rating just because I'm Very strange: he hails from the Kirby series and yet it is so dark and dramatic. I think this rendering achieves the result of representing the good MK just by adding the wind
effect. However, at least it's a little too simple for me. 8.5/10: These wings are incredible. I like them. This rendering is dynamic but in the best possible way. It's not very dynamic, but it still conveys the idea of movement and speed. Oh, and quite threatening! 8/10: To me, this brawl is a direct development. They exaggerated the wind effect
and made MK more dynamic but like me. That makes him more ready for battle. General: &lt;&lt; Pit 8.5/10: This is actually a big rendering! Maybe it's because they built Pit's personality on the Brawl personality, but I feel like this image largely reflects Pit's character. He smiles a little, he's ready for battle, but he's still not too serious.
Great job! 9/10: I could see an important before-fight pit in this pose, like against Medusa or Hades. Call it Pit's landing, but he might be ready to fly again. He was serious and anxious and maybe, and just maybe, if he smiled I would give him a hot 10/10 to handle this. 6.5/10: Don't get me wrong. This isn't bad. Just... Strange. Why is Pit
posing like this? As a side note, I have always liked palutena's Bow to separate the blades instead of a full bow, there are also this flaw for this rendering. General: &lt;&lt;&lt; Zero Suit Samus 7.5/10: did it just give me or Sheikh and ZSS, two conversion characters, brawl very similar rendering? However, the ZSS version is much more
polished and lacks making the odd arm-thingy Sheikh. It's a solid job in general. 7/10: This arrow is render's. I didn't like the position of the legs and how his face turned. 8.5/10: this is a nice rendering! I like the general positioning of ZSS: it seems to have been detected and he is retaliated against. This is great: quite dynamic but not too
much and its limbs pose any strangely (something Ultimate's rendering tends to do often). Overall: &lt;&lt; Wario 7/10: Wario pose is pretty standard, but there's no pretty good work. It expresses Wario's personality very well. It's solid. 8/10: fantastic. I like this rendering: I would say this is Wario. I wish Sakurai did not stick to the strange
WarioWare aesthetics and moves and used more classic Wario Land references ... 2/10: What is Wario doing? Is it yawning? Is he jumping? Is he uncomfortable? All these questions show how bad this rendering really is. 9.5/10: One of the best renderings in the series. They did everything right. Dynamics, double W sign, big mouth and
grin. I've loved him since I saw him. General: &lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt; Snake 2/10: The snake is standing there. It looks pretty bad and unreliable. I don't really like it, and his face looks like a low-level criminal. 7.5/10: a big improvement and he could have done one more thing just yet. Not much to say (paradoxically I think we can spend more
time 7 instead of a 5), but he likes the way he turned. But why is he trying to measure his heart rate? General: &lt;&lt;&lt; Ike 8/10: solid rendering. You could say you're going to play with a big swordsman. The only thing I don't like is him holding Ragnell with both hands. 9/10: Ike this rendering is large. He's still. He meant no joke. You can
have any sympathy from him. 5/10: Why does she look like a dancer? Why do you have to take a step forward (with Smash 4) and then back 4 steps? And STRANGELY I WANT THE NAME OF THE DAMN PERSON WHO LIKES TO POSITION THE LIMBS. Seriously, the left hand never works! General: &lt;&lt;&lt; Pokémon Trainer 6/10:
this is basic. That's a good thing. It's not great, it was taken alone, but you have to look at it with three Pokémon. I think he (I think) would look better that way. 8/10: straight! They are used in a very simple but effective development: point hand. Even though Pokémon Trainers are known for their lousy personality, he has a determined
statement that goes really well with the character. 8.5/10: I think I like red a little more though leaf. She's so sweet and happy, I can't resist her. Actually, I can. I would never choose Leaf because he uses strange colors for Pokémon. But as for the trainer himself, Leaf is a star! General: &lt;&lt;&lt; Squirtle 7/10: despite its very basic
appearance, I like this rendering. Squirtle looks cute and happy. I also seem to be trying to make the best impression of bowser: a big manacing turtle and a cute little one. 5.5/10: Squirtle is making this strange leap: how is it positioning his legs and arms? It also turned awkwardly. I have to admit, I like this color better than I do in Brawl.
General: &lt; Ivysaur 7.5/10: very similar to Squirtle's rendering, but this is a little more because, at least to me, Ivysaur's Gen 1 seems to be art. I'm a big fan of the Ivysaur. But it's solid and still. 4/10: Why is ivysaur in god's holy name what is this strange leap? I must say, I love whips. Without them, it would probably be a hard 2.5.
Overall: &lt;&lt; Charizard 5/10: The worst part of this rendering is the great president of Charizard. Other than that, it's pretty basic, like the rest of the PT team. But the big head is a big drawback. 7.5/10: Brawl's rendering is done correctly. They crushed Zard for bonus points. Beautiful. 9/10: COOL! I'm not a fan of charizard, but this
rendering is huge and makes me wonder why Charizard is not a Dragon-type Pokémon. He's very aggressive. He's flying towards his victim, who's looking for an opening. I like the ugly vibes this image gives me. General: &lt;&lt;&lt; &gt;&gt; Also, are we sorting them going by number? Like the next 36 Son would have been arranged: Am
5, 2019 He wants to be very good, like no one else, his real test to catch them, but it is his reason to train them. That's right, pokemon TRAINER BONUS ROUND time! Brawl: Image Link starting with a pretty good trainer pose, although I feel a classic The games would probably be very good. You know, where your hat partially covered
the face of the mouth in your mouth? It's too cool for school, kid. Whatever happens, that's not bad for a 10-year-old trainer. Look at the perfect upside-down V in the negative gap between your legs. That's the great one. And the fist pump is great. 7/10 Ultimate: Image Link Holy smokes, how does the instructor need to be dynamic here?
The pose certainly got sharper during his time away from Smash. We should have experienced the part where he left his Charizard alone to train (in Sm4sh) and then set out to continue his adventure for a few more seasons before returning to get Ultimate-ly's Charizard back. In general, a large rendering showing the correct trainer giving
medium combat commands. 8.2/10 Ultimate (Bottom): Image Link Wasn't really thinking about forgetting this alternative costume, was it? Too bad we're doing it! Ok, it's a very fun fact: this is the best Pokemon Trainer rendering. I don't think anyone's going to argue with me about this. The fact that she's a female trainer? Automatic bonus
points. I mean, seriously, I don't know. Just look at his socks! These are amazing socks, I'm telling you. What about the bend in your right foot? Amazing pose! I also like how stereotypical girly her features are: legs kept close together, a leg thing standing, hair flowing in the wind. Should I keep explaining? 9.4/10 Biggest least: &gt; &gt;
Overall, some pretty good works in my opinion. They certainly stand out a little more than the actual images of these characters in their franchise. What do you think of these renderings? Are they attracting your attention? Or does it just herd your whites Last edit: Ai 7, 2019 I really don't like that they don't update sun and moon trainers.
Anyway, I prefer Ultimate women, then Brawl, then Ultimate men. As I'm better at brawl style, Ultimate they even have noses. Last edited: April 7, 2019 best ult female fight ult male Pokémon Trainer's best rendering in the worst order: Smash Ultimate Smash Smash 5/10 10/10 5/10 10/10 6/10 7/10 10/10 6/10 6/10 he just stands there
9/10/70 dead, 10/70 violent and ****ing angry 6/10 angry but deadly 9/10 bomb you and **** ing ash (haha ash ketchum) going to burn you and your family (also me or charizard body tissue too rougher and more one looks fight and shot 4 more ultimate) 5/10 classic pose but have an anime face and perfect pose that looks strange in their
10/10 red 10/10 pose big for a better bottom but not dynamically (also sacred **** very detailed in her skirt and socks) Last edited : Ad 10, 2019 : 7 (Looks good) : 6 (Just one reverse) : 8 (Holy Crap Wings) : 7 (Perfectly thin) : 9 (Even Better) : 8 (Gets done) Top 5: 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. Bottom 5: 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. He's back and about time is very,
hippest-hoppenest primate, and the next member of the DK team: #26 Diddy Brawl: One of the few characters that does not have serious brawlitis in the image link. It's pretty weird for first things, so it's not bad. It's a great silhouette, that's for sure. Arms and legs out, happy expression on the face, curvy tail: they are all checked. It's a
good start for DK's little friend. 7.5/10 Wii U/3DS: The image connection is actually like rendering a whole bunch for this Diddy. He's so a monkey, more capricious and really dynamic than the last. He's also looking at the camera. Also, remember that the Nintendo in his hat is completely visible. 9.2/10 Ultimate: Image link Ultimate also
follows with a very nice rendering. In fact the quality of this rendering holds is incredible. Hilariously, a dance seems to be the second step, where the rendering of the fight is the first step. It looks pretty good and super clean. 9.1/10 From largest to least: &gt; &gt; What do you think of the images of little kong? #1 it grew on me and I feel
best suited to it. #2's not the best, but it's one of his taunts, so I rate it. Why don't you #3 hat? Seriously? Despite my hatred for this character, I must admit, his portrayals are very impressive. &gt;&gt; : 7/10, ****ing crazy monkey : 6/10, I'm conflicted clubs, pose rad but everything seems so closed, I think bright red clothes and hats can be
mixed with fur effects, just look weird : 9/10, trés bien. Page 3 : 9/10 : 10/10 : 7/10 Diddy Kong's works from best to worst: Smash Ultimate Smash Smash 4 Smash Brawl Like all of them though their eyes are a bit strange for Brawl rendering, 4 and Ultimate always put a smile on my face. 7.9/10 9.5/10 10/10 4/10 - His head is out of
proportion to his body, his arms appear weightless and his tail is very thin. It's better if it's a pose. 7/10 - I think the colors are too much here, but I love the * of eating grins on your face. It's a strange choice for me to pose. 9/10 - Fur detail is amazing, its limbs have weight on them, and the lighting is great. He loses track because seeing
his toenails scares me. Final edit: Alas 14, 2019 From gold came PK Thunder, flat outta Nowhere, tied to the second child earth soil: #37 Lucas Brawl: image connection with empty, imlanded expressionless face, headlong rush into Lucas ... War, I guess? I don't know, it's not a pose of screams of determination as it goes about the job.
The pose itself is fine, but there is not enough energy. 6/10 Wii U/3DS: image connection is less dynamic than before, but slightly more intense. In fact, Ness needs to contrast with his pose in Sm4sh and stand by him as an interlocutor. He looks a little aggressive, which contrasts with the smile on Ness's pose. Still, to be fair, Lucas has
much less to smile about in his game. It's still a good look. 7/ 10 Ultimate: Image link Honestly, I expected a little more of this rendering. The idea they wanted wasn't one I expected or thought they were going to leave. No problem. I found a nice nod to his game with Rope Snake, but confused as he chose Rope Snake as the main feature
of his rendering. It seems to confuse the idea of how Lucas played in Ultimate. Actually, it doesn't show his personality because Lucas is in third place. That's weird. Anyway, the rendering itself is good, but nothing really stands out about it. 7/10 Biggest: = &gt; What do you think of Lucas' renderings? Lucas' rendering from best to worst in
turn: Smash 4 Smash Ultimate Smash Brawl: 7/10. It's a simple, cute, dynamic pose. Even though his face looks a little blank. : 7/10. It's an effective pose but I'm not really fond of faces again, Lucas seems unnecessarily angry. : 9/10. That's the great one. She has a different silhouette with Rope Snake, her posture and facial expression
look appropriately childish. You can see their timid and opinioned sides at the same time. : 5 : 7.5 : 9 Lucas' Ultimate rendering is really very strange with the use of rope snakes but it doesn't bother me so I love lil 'bugger. Fight though ... The man, many of them looked rough :T Last edit: Ad 16, 2019 : 10/10 : 4/10. : 8/10 5/10 -
whyareyourunning.gif 9/10 - Colors Brawl's washed look shaft is better. And I love that there are contrasts with Ness's description. 8/10 - Probably best rendered to showcase his personality, but I'm not a fan of ropesnake who's there, because I'm implying a different style of play. Can we talk about the eyes of wii U rendering, looking at us,
dead, and empty. - Dynamic kind of running pose, but his face still shows his timid nature. Bonus nostalgia points for when Lucas was first confirmed though. 7/10 - Mirroring Ness's pose is a plus, but other than that it's pretty standard. Silhouette reads better than its first depiction. 8/10 - I actually dig a lot into his new Ultimate rendering.
Like most Ultimate renderings, there is much more energy to pose, and this helps with Rope Snake. I know it doesn't make sense for people to have it, but I think it makes the line of action better. 9/10 5/10: Not bad, not great. There is, that's all. 9/10: He strikes a very commanding pose with one hand punch and the other with his fingers:
This boy clearly has supernatural abilities, and his expression says he's not afraid to use them on you. 7/10: Ooo-ing Rope Snake horse not sure why render centers around him, but still cute. Last edited: Ad 17, 2019 : 8 (All on its own) : 6 (Does the job) : 8 (Looks great, though not character) : 7 (Why oo-ing the snake) Top 5: 5. 4. 3. 2. 1.
Bottom 5: 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. Final edit: Ace 19, 2019 It's blue blur, the fastest thing alive, and there's enough time for a pepper dog or two: #38 Sonic Brawl: starting off with the best reveal as a character of the image link Smash, Sonic gives us a pretty big rendering in my opinion. Quite static, movement or movement in no sense, but instead
the attitude to sonic spades brings a shit tone. They all work very well: the look on his face, the cocky slope of his head, followed by a thumb-up of the very cool-for-school arm along the chest position, all in a really confident posture. I'm great, and you know it! 8.6/10 Wii U/3DS: Image connection with Sm4sh was announced during a real
rough part of my Sonic life, so it helped me find joy in a moment when it was most needed. But does his rendering reflect that? This is Sonic, that's for sure. Ironically, it's signature, not feeling as dynamic as it should be. Maybe if his head and torso were more forward-looking? It's like an ordinary run instead of going fast. But all this, if you
ask me, is still a pretty good job. While the funny amount of negative space around his front leg is eye-catching. Kudos for that. 8.3/10 Ultimate: (Aw man, even stock token cool) image link Hoo boy, I'm getting great Sonic Adventure vibes ... And for me, that's a good thing. I love how free he looks here. He doesn't even look like he's
kicking. I think everything Sonic represents is well represented here: free spirit, weightless and limitless, cockyness and confidence, even better than you grinning. I'm having a ton of fun right now. The silhouette is amazing (although the previous rendering had very good ones) and really shows off a nice example of the overall shape of
Sonic. 9.5/10 Largest: &gt; &gt; What do you think of Sonic's rendering? Overall, I think the blue boy has had some amazing rendering over the years. Last edit: Ad 20, 2019 Sonic's rendering in order from best to worst: Smash Brawl Smash Ultimate Smash 4 fight 8/10 I like how he gives an aura I don't even need to run because it's too
slow 4 7/10 I like but a little generic sonic Ult looks like 8.5/10 woah hes movin how it looks like his cool last edited run: Apr 22, 2019 Fight: Although there is no movement or movement, this pose represents Sonic's confidence and arrogance. you really get that sense of preparation for some good looking ass kicking in the process. 8/10
Smash 4: Simple signature Sonic run pose. While this is good, Sonic lacks a kind of dynamism that you'll get with the official rendering of SEGA, where he is dipicted in a working position: Spoiler: Official Renders You can really see vitality, vitality and that rendering/art power, and I just don't really see his Sm4sh rendering. It could have
been a lot better, but it's not bad. 6/10 Ultimate: We're talking NOW. NintendoKnight hits the nail on the head while explaining this rendering: Hoo boy, I'm getting big Sonic Adventure vibes... Because this render Sonic character designer Yuji Uekawa's design philosophy; its characters are infamous for drawing and posing with a graffiti
ideology that helps tremendously in constant movement communication. Spoiler: Official Art Spoiler: Sonic R; Sonic Adventure - This pose was repurposed in Uekawa concept art for Sonic's redesign; It was used for Sonic R promotional material before the official disclosure of Sonic Adventure (August 1998). Spoiler: Sonic Adventure 2
Spoiler: Sonic Rush; Rush Adventure Spoiler: Mega Collection; Classic Collections Spoiler: Sonic art assestos; Channel Spoilers: Sonic Channel 2019 Pose communicates dynamically, freedom of movement and agility in a way that provides character design of its kind. What makes it better is that Uekawa-san pose is drawn: it appears on
the official Twitter account of SEGA. 10/10 Wether you hate him or love him, he can't deny that all casting is the best set of renderings. : 9/10 Look at this cocky son of a gun, they delayed the whole game to include me, radical! He's got a look. : Not 8/10 cheeky (and a bit creepy) but still very good. : 10/10 F A T AS FLIPP Last edit: Ace
23, 2019 8/10 7/10 10/10 Sonic's Ultimate fascinates his personality in the right way because I love it the most. And the art shown above makes me wish I had posters/art like Brawl newcomers Smash 4. It would be nice to see Yuji Uekawa pull Sonic to some extent against Mario and the other fighters. : 6/10, really boring but also has a
very depressing face at least source correct lmao : 7/10, I'm not sure what the hedgehog is going for next to basic telekinetic silver posing ass, but regardless, cool enough : 9.5/10, ****ingo perfect. You have Rope Snake, and its strange nature of the world and lucas has this mixed Lucas face symbolized by attitude/personality, while he
still has a pose showing that he is kicking his ass: 8.5/10, wheed, cocky, and just on the entire classic Sonic rendering. : 8/10, about what you expect. Pretty baseline arrogant Sonic rendering. : 10/10, Actually Amazing. His pose is very vivid and dynamic, like adventure style but gives the kind of godly Sonic Mania animation life given only
3D modern life! And that smile shows not only his cockyness and pride, but also the attitude just to have some fun here! It's beautiful, it's beautiful! Mwah, mwah! Last edited: Ad 24, 2019 : 10 (Gives excellent Sonic vibe) : 8 (Still pretty good) : 10 (Even Stock icon 10) Top 5: 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. Bottom 5: 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. Selfish and gluttonous, he
beats Kirby and proclaims himself king of dreamland #39: King Grandpa Fight: image link We have d3 here, a dynamic pose. He seems quite happy despite the infected Serious Brawlitis of very happy cast members. Although this is interesting it seems to be something about ... I don't know, the only way you can describe it seems ...
Badly formed? 6/10 Wii U/3DS: Image connection While I posed a little more like this static, something else screams really strangely about this rendering. So the pose is a kind of trade-off that becomes more comfortable and more convenient, yet there are some aspects that still feel off. I just can't place it. 6/10 Ultimate: Image link What
strangeness the previous rendering had is flat up here gone. The pose is comfortable, static and really easy in the eyes. It doesn't really take long for Dede to look visually interesting, as his design is very unique and visually different. The model itself is quite impressive in the various amount of tissue types. Wood, metal, 3-4 different types
of fabric, fur, rubber, made regardless of the edge of his hat and of course his own body. Just standing there, everything is still and that's not all that's necessary. Besides, light bowing really sells. 8.5/10 Most Of The Largest: &gt; = What do you think of Dede's renderings? King DaDleDingo : 4/10 Pose is strange and these eyes ... As they
are my very soul piercing ... : 3/10 This is no better, I can even say it is worse and please stop giving me this look ... : 9/10 Now this is more ! His expression and poise actually look a friendly, I just want to give him a big ol 'hug &lt;3 King Dede's works in order from best to worst: Smash Ultimate Smash Smash Smash 4 : 7.5/10: He's doing
a happy little dance. Did you see that? One of the teasing animations. : 8/10: It's more comfortable but his eyes are looking at my soul. : 10/10: This is big. He was relaxed, calm, let his robes flow and fat shouting out as usual. : 10/10 : 4/10 : 5/10 DDD : 4/10 Strange looking and a bit janky. Why is he posing so strangely? : 7/10 Much
better, but a little still and cold. He doesn't have a lot of life, and the DDD looks creepy as he stares in front of him. : 9/10 Perfection! Smug posture and pose, her hair is seen down or down while holding the hammer! That's the DDD I know! Let's move on, shall we? Last time, we made veterans and Pokémon Trainers all the way to
Charizard. Now let's move on. Spoiler: Fight veterans: #36-#39 Diddy Kong 7/10: solid rendering. This character carries the general idea, to be cheerful and athletic, but there is something that really stands out. I like that he looks like he's waving, though. 9/10: Very, very great rendering for Diddy. Take everything I say to make Brawl iter,
and it'll go up to 11. The best part has to be his left hand, which is used as a third leg. That's great as we can easily see how dynamic Diddy is. This dynamic is done correctly! 8.5/10: I'm not going to lie, I don't really exist like this rendering. Once again, the left hand is the best part of rendering: I especially like the way it holds its container,
its middle finger is flexible. It's very similar. onun Brawl's render, ama her yönüyle çok daha iyi. Genel olarak: &lt; lucas= 4/10:=&gt; &lt;Hello human.= i'm= lucas.= i'm= running.= i'm= fast.= i'm= alone.=&gt;&gt; Bu render bana verir titreşimleri vardır. O kadar zayıf ki, çok basit. Sadece hüzünlü bir Lucas şık. 4.5/10: bir kez daha, çok kötü
render. Bu render Brawl bir daha iyi kılan tek şey, en azından bana, Smash 4 Ness's render aynalı bir versiyonu gibi görünüyor gerçektir. Ama bu kızgın ifade Lucas'a hiç yakışmıyor. 3/10: korkunç bir render. Bundan hiç hoşlanmadım. Neden Halat Yılanı'nı eklediler? Ben ilk etapta Lucas ile ilgisi yok (ve bu yüzden onun özel hamle
yapmak) gerçeği üzerinden gideceğim, ama biz de render görmek onun karakter tasarımı nın böyle önemli bir parçası yapmayın. Bu konuda en iyi kısmı çok ifade, hangi, bir kez için, uygun olmasıdır. Genel &lt; (as= a= side= note,= lucas= and= roy= have= an= argument= for= the= worst= renders= in= the= series,= but= i= think= i'll= do=
a= general= review= of= the= renders= once= we= finish= the= series).= sonic= 8/10:= a= perfect= render= for= perhaps= the= greatest= character= reveal= in= the= entire= smash= bros.= series.= it= shows= sonic's= cocky= attitude= perfectly.= the= expression= goes= perfectly= with= the= fact= that= the= game= was= delayed=
because= of= him,= almost= as= is= he= said:= they= say= better= late= than= never,= huh?. = 9/10:= for= some= weird= reasons,= i= love= this= render,= despite= my= deep= hatred= for= sonic,= inside= and= outside= the= smash= series.= maybe= it's= just= because= this= is= sonic's= only= render= where= he= runs,= something=
he's= been= doing= ever= since= he= was= released...= 6/10:= not= a= great= fan= of= this= one.= it's= too= weird:= the= hands,= the= feet,= everything= about= it= is= weird= and= situational.= as= a= side= note,= his= stock= icon= is= unarguably= the= best= one= in= ultimate= and= possibly= the= best= in= the= entire= series,=
alongside= falcon's= in= smash= 64.= overall:=&gt; &lt; king= dedede= 7.5/10:= i= like= this= render= since= dedede= is= waving= at= his= people= like= a= true= king,= which= he= indeed= is= (i'm= looking= at= you,= fake-king= k.= rool= [jk ,= i= love= you= too,= k.= rool]).= other= than= that,= there's= nothing= too= special= about= it.=
8/10:= i= think= i= like= a= more= static= render= for= dedede= a= bit= more.= however,= this= one= has= such= a= weird= face.= i= don't= know= why,= but= it= looks= a= bit= strange...= 9/10:= hail= to= the= true= king!= such= a= detailed= render= for= such= a= glorious= character!= i've= always= loved= king= dedede= and= this= is=
by= far= his= best= render= in= any= game,= even= outside= smash= bros.,= period.= overall:=&gt; &lt; := 6.5/10= proud= and= flexing= but= kinda= janky= := 5/10= pose= is= fine= but= it= looks= strange,= especially= his= beak= it= looks= like= a= chuck= e.= cheese= animatronic= := 9/10= proud,= powerful,= and= ****ing= godly.= it’s=
the= king= of= the= show ,= that= will= holler= hoot,= and= that= will= give= kirby= the= boot= my= fav= smasher= of= the= entire= series!= brawl=&gt; &lt; 4=&gt; olarak: &lt; Ultimate Ever since Smash 4 released, I've absolutely despised the dead eye stare Dedede has in Brawl everywhere outside of SSE cutscenes. And while 4 and
Ultimate ultimate= ever= since= smash= 4= released,= i've= absolutely= despised= the= dead= eye= stare= dedede= has= in= brawl= everywhere= outside= of= sse= cutscenes.= and= while= 4= and= ultimate=&gt;&lt;/ Ultimate Ever since Smash 4 released, I've absolutely despised the dead eye stare Dedede has in Brawl everywhere



outside of SSE cutscenes. And while 4 and Ultimate &gt; &lt;/Hello&gt; &lt;/Hello&gt; Technically posing the same kind, (for a better lack of words) hips and chest and less forward gaze make his Ultimate handle better than miles of arrogance 4's despite changing little dynamism. Everybody salute the King. :D 5/10: The image feels
distorted. Maybe my eyes are playing games with me, but his head and eyes just seem a little too big. Other than that, it's a good rendering. 3/10: Grandpa is one of the few characters who can make it by looking at the camera. However, his eyes and head are here the audience, looking a little too far dead. The composition is not very
dynamic at all: the camera is level with it and no part of it poses or interestingly angled. It looks robotic: the hammer doesn't hold on to its shoulder, it's a little up there, and I don't even know what the other hand is doing. His pose reminds me of these lame actions, his elbows and knees not articulated. 10/10: Looks better now. Last edited:
April 29, 2019 #1 Love Happiness. #2's boring, but it grew on me. #3 decent, it doesn't sit well with him. #1 perfect fits his personality. #2Basic, but it's going at speed. #3He look so stupid. And nothing about her pose is called Sonic. Final edit: April 30, 2019 He's an army leader of pikmin breakout space explorer, ship parts scavenish and
vegetable people: #40 Olimar Brawl: image link here has Olimar ... And that's about it. He points forward and commands his Pikmin. Personally, I see the overall design of the character as a bit weak, advertising thus translates most of his rendering as very interesting. I'm sure it means a lot to Pikmin fans, but as someone who couldn't get
into games or enjoy his design, I have to say that this rendering is not all this interesting. 4/10 Wii U/3DS: Image link This rendering is different enough from the other to guarantee interpretation, it walks with Pikmin next to it. as opposed to showing them where to go. I think it's a little better than the other one. 4.5/10 Ultimate: Image link I
actually like this most of all rendering. For me, however, I don't really say much as I don't enjoy his rendering all that much. But the image reminiscent of Olimar's appearance among the Pikmin braves is fun in its own right. 5/10 Biggest best: &gt; &gt; after all, I didn't really like the Olimar'S rendering. No, I didn't include the Alph sub-
costume because nothing changed the renderings. What do you think of Olimar's footage? Olimar'S works in order from best to worst: Smash Ultimate Smash Smash Smash 4 None of them are bad at Olimar's rendering, I say SSB4, Ultimate and then Brawl. &gt;&gt; Ultimate is the most dynamic, but Brawl gives you a better sense of
command. Smash 4 rendering is just a little boring. It's hard to rate them out of 10. This. &gt; Brawl &gt; Sm4sh IMO, but all render types are low key. But at the same time, what would you do instead? Page 4 : 6/10 Bland but dynamic enough. : 4/10 Bland, he just running sorta :/ : 5/10 fune hehe. I didn't really care that Olimar didn't have
much to say about him so in the first place :T Ben Olimar would give a gun or two and some cool sunglasses. : 8/10 : 7/10 : 10/10 Last edited: 6 May 2019 : 7 (Actually looks good) : 6 (Eh) : 7 (Same as Fight) : 4 (Herrrrreeeeees Olimar!) : 4 (Bleh) : 6 (Looks the best, but not much) Top 5: 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. Bottom 5: 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. 8/10 - I like the
scene here, it sums up Olimar's style of play beautifully. Blue and yellow Peak has a cute dynamic. 4/10 - I prefer his Smash 4/Ultimate model on very Brawl design, but this render pose is not so big. 6/10 - This is better, but I feel sorry for that poor red Pikmin. I'd like to see more comedy posing blue and yellow Peak. Olimar's poor man
with bad jobs in general. Final edit: May 8, 2019 He's the first to use Aura Pokemon, Mega Evolution, and he's close to death (like a Saiyan): #41 Lucario Brawl: image link starting with Brawl's rendering for Lucario, he's doing a very basic pose. This is good as an introduction pose, but I don't believe it completely covers what happened
about Lucario. One arm out and Aura shivering from his paw. I will say that Aura is a nice touch, but the effect itself did not age very well. That's good, but rendering isn't incredible. 5.5/10 Wii U/3DS: Image connection This rendering is still quite basic and a bit static as well, but it seems to feel more than the previous one. He gives more of
a warrior vibe than the last since a fighting stance ... Which makes more sense considering Lucario is the type of fight. I think this rendering is more appropriate. 7/10 Ultimate: Image link Ultimate This rendering has taken full dive into Martial Arts-style combat stances. To be honest, Snake make Lucario look like the only combat
practitioner until he remembers that Ryu, Ken, Little Mac and Incinaroar also practice martial arts. (This doesn't just solidification that Lucario Smash Goku is) Regardless, lucario poses as it makes him look talented, talented and even threatening. 8.4/10 Biggest: &gt; &gt; What are your thoughts on Lucario's Renders? : 5/10 Quite decent,
a bit tymy but threatening. : 6/10 Ah, he is ready to start now. : 9/10 Now it's a struggle stance! Looks like he's about to release some sick martial arts moves! Lucario's images are great! I wouldn't call Lucario the Goku of the shot because he's not as cunning as he is, but I can't see for sure why people are tying him to saiyan, who wears
our favorite gi. Lucario take turn from best to worst: Smash Ultimate Smash 4 Smash Brawl: 7/10, pretty good. He's standing there threateningly. It's not very interesting, tho. : 6/10, not bad, but reminds me of a lot of sheikh's Sm4sh rendering that only I seem to know karate bich. By contrast, tho seems to get points, at least a little serious
and badass so. : 8.5/10, posing quite cool martial artist. I was worried why the problem was that it was a but like Sm4sh one but the difference would be saying this is a unique shot and actually cool. I wish his aura showed smoother, albeit with the last two renderings. That's what Ultimate lacks. Last edited: 9 May 2019 : 6/10 : 7/10 : 10/10
Ultimate is definitely the best. Patient struggle posture, good details of different body parts (detailed fur and skin textures). Ultimate &gt; 4 &gt; Brawl 6.5/10 - A bit basic, but like aura (pun not intended) I threaten to get from it. 5/10 - Simple but less threatening. 6/10 - I like how this lucario move shows off the martial arts effect, but it still
doesn't hit me hard enough. Even the last two renderings do not show the most important thing about lucario in any Aura, literally. 8/10 9/10 10 10 O Robotic Operating Buddy's, he stacks gyros, and the last of its kind: #42 R.O.B. Brawl: image link and here you have revealed up to this point casting the craziest Smash character. Of
course, because of rob's physical structure, it's actually quite difficult for him to be posing into interesting positions. That's why he's sitting there, not doing much. He still looks so cute. (Also, this post will use Famicom coloring for consistency of all render images) 5/10 Wii U/3DS: HD image connection Again, we see relatively the same
thing for Sm4sh ... it's just angled in a slightly different way. Overall, a change is not impressive. I like the light reflecting off his lenses though, it's a nice touch. 5.1/10 Ultimate: Image link Haha, now a funny rendering. That doesn't make any sense, but I think it's better than the last two. Since then it is not out of character for ROB either ...
He has no real character. So, I think it gets points for humor, and it doesn't lose any because it's OOC. 7/10 Biggest: &gt; &gt; What do you think of our little Robot's rendering? ROB's works in order from best to worst: Smash Ultimate Smash Brawl Smash 4 R.O.B.s best &lt;&gt; all grandiose and perfection because R.O.B is an excellent
asset and a savior rendering for all of us. I honestly 4 and the same about the fight is just being there but at the end I think it's too good to rob him : 5/10 he's just standing there : 6/10 like his wall-to-wall look, but it's not entirely better than this much earlier: 8.5/10 is fun, funny, and actually &gt;&gt; doing something - 5/10. reflections are a
bit strange and inconsistent. Plastic or metal? - 8.5/10. huggable and intimate - 7.5/10. she does funky little dance : 6/10 : 6/10 : 10/10 Bit boring but true ROB is right for 5/10 I think there's a little more the pose continues ... Even if he's not actually doing anything 6/10 Glorious 11/10 O Winds Waker, Great Sea sailor, kid with crayfish
pajamas: #43 Toon Link Brawl: (image link) OK, I like to handle a lot of this. While this is a rendering that borrows a pose performed by the character in his own game, I do not believe that I do not exist here, while I can draw from the quality of this rendering. This image is beautifully translated into 3D even though it lacks the wind effect on
her clothes and hair. It means a lot, too, and he's got a big smile on his face. 9/10 Wii U/3DS: (image link) Rendering has a higher overall quality, while the pose itself is much less interesting than the previous rendering. His face is blank and expressionless, which misses the purpose of this Link's design. Like, dude, you're in the middle of
a war! At least Link is serious or focused! The pose is less static and more dynamic yes, but really the comparison is boring. Wait, where's the holster? 6/10 Ultimate: (image link) While I think this is less appealing than a Brawl rendering, it's still really like a lot of that. The hard look on his face sells honest poses. I like his belt buckle shape
and indentation, too. Besides, the holster's back! Although, it's a little bitter when you see the strange now little fella displayed very clearly without a strap wrapping around the torso (how do you like connected to her tunic? I know it's always been like that, but this rendering really reveals). Besides, Toon Link is just really cute. (It has
always been, but for Sm4sh its in-game model was less than ideal for me. Its Ultimate model looks GREAT). 9/10 Biggest: &amp; &gt; What are your views on Images of Toon Link? What's your favorite? My Smash 4 Toon Link took a look at the amiibo, and sure enough, the case exists but only because of that magic it becomes hidden
because of that pose, so it's just a coincidence that I can't see it. &gt;&gt; I love Brawl one since a great pose and a reference to one of the official Wind Waker art. Although SSB4 is just really tingly, Ultimate's is very good. Ultimate/4 Toon Link: Meh. Brawl Toon Link: Jesus Christ. What is this? WHAT THE MATTER IS THIS? Toon Link's
work in order from best to worst: The more realistic aesthetic of Smash Ultimate Smash 4 Smash Brawl Brawl suited some characters better than others. Strange enigmatic valley between cartoon like and realistic 6/10 ... At least Brawl's rendering was actually (the character's point genre) and its origins were a pose reflecting the game.
What's he doing here? You go to the shops? 4/10 Handles the problems of other renderings, such as being able to take both a toon-looking and dynamic pose. 8/10 : 10/10 : 5/10 : 9/10 Rating them I think the fight is based down from my favourite 10/10 I really like the biggest fight 8/10 there was not much to say about 8/10 because it
doesn't really say This render meh/10 Last edit: May 20, 2019 Toon Link appeared to have some of Mario syndrome. He looked cheerful in his first game on Brawl. Still Smash 4 looked quite as usual in her second appearance. Then in his third Smash appearance he looks very grumpy in Ultimate. It's a little weird. While rendering is wise,
I probably want to go with &gt;&gt; in the meantime last edited: May 19, 2019 &gt;&gt; - Happy, musical boy. I love her, I love her. 9/10 - He's just working a little bit but I still love him. 6/10 - Angry little man. I love her, I love her. 8/10 : 6 (OK) : 6 (Light Development) : 8 (Now developed) : 7 (Robot gets its part perfectly) : 6 (It feels soulless
in some way) : 7 (Looks good) : 7 (Looks strange but has a charm) : 1 (daw looks deep into your soul) : 8 (daw is so cute) Top 5: 5. 4. 3. Bottom 5: 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. : 8/10. Happy. Cute. Musical. That smile : 5/10. Angry. single: 9/10. Angry baby he'll be Star Wolf Leader, Fox McCloud rival, and one to take down: #44 Wolf Brawl: (image link)
Hey look, it's Wolf! One of the most entertaining characters in Brawl, I'd say, is a pretty good rendering. I wish his left arm was a little different for a stronger silhouette than the rest of his body, but I guess that's okay. I think the only thing missing in this case is that it doesn't look as wild as it should. There were threatening images of
Bowser and Ganondorf. Missed potential. 6.7/10 Ultimate: (image link) And then, there's Ultimate Wolf. His stance is almost a 1-on-1 ruckman, but he's up against the upside, where the eye patch is strongly displayed. He looks FIERCE! That's the threat Brawl missed. That's the attitude and attitude of someone who's going to kill you. The
silhouette is very strong, really strong. A much more pronounced tail, and now it is very clear that it was not his glove that showed claws like Brawl: it has its real claws. It's pretty good. 9/10 One to the other: &gt; What do you think of Wolf's images? From this point on, save for several important exceptions, each character will have only
two render ratios. - In terms of pose, rendering is ok, perfectly acceptable. Design, however, is what impresses me. When I think of Wolf O'Donnell, I imagine it in my head. Blue looks so much more natural to him than purple. If it was turned more towards the screen, it would be perfect. 8/10 - I usually find this again to be down to look at
his Brawl, but this rendering gets points for posing all Wolf doesn't have a big job showing. 7/10 : 7/10 Threatening but don't convey to me a lot of emotions, she looks prety cool though. : TEN OUTTA TEN Pose, expression, new design... I think Ultimate is one of the best renderings. Actually, I like Wolf's new design better. I wish you
could pick two Wolves' beteween. In order from best to worst: Smash Ultimate Smash Brawl Also, with each Smash 4 newer, find that their Smash Ultimate rendering is better than their Smash 4 rendering, so there will be no reference to each. The only thing I'm going to say is, I think smash 4 female rendering is better than Smash 4 Male
rendering, and I think smash ultimate male rendering is better than Smash Ultimate Woman rendering, - absolutely incredible, I love this rendering. Actually, it's one of my favorites! 10/10 - really underwhelming, limp pose and I don't like the design that I just have a very cool looking and beautiful posture on my son Brawl wolf very cool
looking but I feel something missing 8/10 Ultimate wolf is ever my favorite design suitable for everything from purple (favorite color) elegance and this pose is an excellent mix of animal indimadation and fierce cunning 10/10 held Last: May 28, 2019 Page 50 : 10. Decent, but very imperfect. His design is grotesquely detailed on, with large
barbed shovel blades and a jacket that looks more metal than a real jacket. Nobody wears this garbage except an old Power Rangers bad guy, especially someone like Wolf. And yes I know it's based on Assault, but even that seemed more organized than that. Besides, it's a mingly pose. : 9/10, he looks like Wolf!! A real good jacket!
Details that you actually add to his design! It's anti-fight! I still feel like weird can be more threatening, tho. &gt;&gt; = &gt;&gt; Last edited: May 30, 2019 8/10 Beautiful pose. Screams The wolf causes the child anxiety. 8.5/10 I.... I don't like this comparison a little posing. But.... Purple.. it's forcing me...... He's a mortgage payer, useless
trink, mayor of Smashville: #45 Peasant Wii U/3DS: (picture link) Now, while the peasant pose doesn't exist much, really peasant, remember that there's not much for him. A simple person living a simple life... He got thrown into a hectic fight. It's just standard pose, but there's nothing wrong with that. 6.5/10 Ultimate: (picture link) Ah, here
the villager has many of his tools, using the net. Good for catching bugs ... and hit the neighbors on the head ... No, he's not upset. (So was I, honestly. This shit is so funny.) He also raised his foot even higher than before. It's not much, but I like it. 7/10 One to the other: &gt; Which do you prefer? : 7/10 Look at this precious boy, I'm only
giving him a 7 for his cuteness. : 8.5/10 This rendering is a flat upgrade, we get peasant cuteness and a proper pose. I revealed the trailer, using its rendering, and as everyone here made the banner clear its signature tool. Last edit: June 5, 2019 Decent, Ultimate stands next to you. He's making a pocket or some. Nice pose, but feel it will
fit better with the axe. : 6 : 8 : 8.5 Lucas' final rendering is really very strange with the use of rope snakes but it doesn't bother me so I love lil 'bugger. Fight though ... Man, lots of them. Rough :T image link Let's continue, let's review the rendering until the latest king Dede (long may o-mastery). Spoiler: Fight veterans #40-#44; Smash 4
veteran #45 Olimar 6.5/10: It's a pretty basic job. Somehow it clearly reveals how Pikmin worked in the original games, but it's still boring. Also, the spacesuit path is very detailed and the colors are not vivid enough. / 6/10: Even if this rendering makes for a great amiibo, it is quite bum in the game. Somehow he's getting more boring than
the first one. However, I must admit, they have the right colors and details. / 7/10: not a great rendering alone, but more fun than others. Did you see how the Red Peak was ripped off? Overall: &lt;&lt; (I wish Alph had unique rendering, but I'm grateful it could be played in the first place). Lucario 7.5/10: quite basic rendering, but the most
important feature of Lucario (at least smash shows, I wish Pokémon applied a similar ability): Aura. Lucario does not appear as a Pokémon, but rather more of an ascecimon warrior who has learned to channel Aura. So this rendering nails quite well. 5/10: very booooring ... Lucario does some kind of martial arts. Although Lucario is my
second favorite Pokémon, I don't really like this rendering, right after the beautiful Piplup. 6.5/10: Slightly better than smash 4 incarnation. The best part about this job is that when Lucario and I were first introduced at the Subspace Ambassador, he was standing on one leg, as in Brawl. General: &lt;&lt; R.O.B. 6/10: R.O.B. (from unpopular
opinion) is a pretty boring character, at least for me. Starting with his rendering first, he seems to agree with me. Right here, standing. R.O.B this version. I like the look more plastic for Buddy. 6.5/10: ooooh, I see what's going on here! You're face to face with greatness, and it's weird. They turned R.O.B's head lightly! Some some way
brawl's rendering looks a little better. R.O.B's overall body a little more, as I said before. 7/10: Get a little better R.O.B the team. They have made the way more dynamic, but no pose is really a character (unpopular opinion intensifies) because it really belongs to R.O.B. It's a perimeter! What if they added Joy-Con as a warrior? General:
&lt;&lt; Toon Link 9.5/10: finally a big rendering! Toon Link's portrayal in Brawl is great: he directly depicted one of his most iconic poses and does so largely and in Smash's style! I wish I could do more work like this! Sometimes you can easily use some simpliness to try to create strange and unique poses! 8/10: I hate to admit it, but
maybe I'm biased. I also like this rendering! It gives me the vibrations of the beginning, a great adventure of what the zelda series is all about. While the previous rendering was him with a more neutral expression of this, however, it was completely smiling at the nail Toon Link Although the colors render instead of this more Brawl error.
9/10: As you can see, I love Toon Link. It takes everything from the last one and cranks as many as eleven! The best part of this rendering is the Toon Link mouth easily. It's just a line, you might say, but to me it best represents Zelda's Toon series. This rendering toon link is quite angry. Wait, when I think about it, it almost looks like Toon
Link is getting annoyed. Is everything all right, man? General: &lt;&lt; Wolf 7/10: This is a solid rendering. He has nothing that makes him stand out, but naturally it's not a bad thing. Except for the hands. I don't like the way they're portrayed. I hope that the next rendering will not feature this stance ... 7.5/10: what? A very similar pose with
the same hands? What's wrong? But the angle is much better when you look towards the camera. I like Wolf's design much more: not only is the eye patch great, but the jacket is great with this combination of purple-heliotrope-pink. I love it, but unfortunately the pose isn't that big. General: &lt; Peasant 7.5/10: finally Smash 4 reached! The
villager, as the first Smash 4 veteran, has a pretty solid rendering: nothing really stands out, but it seems to look nowhere like it's expressed. He almost seemed to be waving at the actor, which suited his polite character. 8/10: I think this shot 4 is a bit more rendered. An element of it, in this case, has clear properties. I have peasants like
jumping poses: dynamic but without exceeding. I wished the Peasant would use the axe, even the shovel, instead of the net, but otherwise, it's fine. General: &lt; : 6 (It's-a Wolf) : 8 (Much more Wolf-y) : 7 (There's a point there) : 8 (But this is still better) I'll stand with lists but put The Best and Worst: Worst: all the best rendering ,,,:,,, All
bad rendering:,,, Last edited: June 10, 2019 9/10: I feel more like with fewer villagers. I like to pose so thin and simple. 7.8/10: Still good, but I feel like he's doing a little too much. I do it really a lot by holding a net but I know Animal Crossing is idyllic and peaceful, and he seems active to give me a high score as he renders a little too much
sm4sh's for me. : 6.5, waving. It's not very active, but it's pretty cute. : 8.5, active and cute! It's insanely not good, but I couldn't find anything better. He's the Blue Bomber, the destroyer of Wily's machines, a super fighting robot with a human face: #46 Mega Man Wii U/3DS: great image connection as I'm happy to see the Mega Man series
join, I have to say I don't like his rendering downright. The only way I'm going to know how to describe it this way is to be a loser. There are so many poses they can use as inspiration, did it end up that way, though? It looks like a plastic toy. I'm disappointed. Ironically, this rendering and Luigi's rendering made me stand out from Sm4sh as
the rendering that was at the lower end of the ladder. 3.6/10 Ultimate: Image link Now this is a character rendering! It upsets me that he took a second game to get this one made so beyond the other. This Mega Man does so much justice that this rendering alone was worth bringing him to the game for. Sure, Ultimate is coming to save the
day in another situation but it looks amazing because I don't care. 9.9/10 One to the other: &gt; What do you think of Mega Man's images? : 5 (Just Really Mediocre) : 9 (YES) Best: : 4/10. Bland. : 9/10, yum Both times works in my opinion. 8/10 - Like this despite his 'let-onness', it reminds me of a legendary hero statue (ironically he
perhaps wads the basis of my judgment cloudy 2 amiibo). 9/10 - Badass pose, it would be a 10 if he showed some emotion on his face. Personal yoga instructor, Wii Fit mascot and list second health professional: #47 Wii Fit Trainer Wii U/3DS: I remember the image link still revealed for this bizarre character. Of course, this yoga pose is
ideal for rendering. The colors are great and the lighting is very interesting. And the silhouette is just error-in-error. 7.5/10 Ultimate: Image connection Now, this rendering is much less bombastic and the lighting and colors are much softer than before. However, and I mean, HIS FACE. Her face is beautiful now. This... In fact, it's kind of
hard to look at the old render face after seeing it. Everything about the character seems much more natural as he no longer looks like a freaking store manaki; probably helps her pale white skin no longer shine. I prefer this to the other one. 8/10 One to the other: &gt; What do you think of wii fit trainer renderings? : 7 (So, what else could
really happen) : 7 (Slightly better) Best Render: Worst Render: : 8/10. It's a nice silhouette. Easily accessible. : 8/10 (again). It's not a yoga pose, but the model is better quality. I love that face. Ultimate is so stupid. They gave him a face for error. But I never cared about him, and I was going to happily fire the next Smash Bros. Last edit:
September 24, 2019 I don't really care about him but the male trainer is my favorite 8/10 10/10 I wonder what's on this topic? Cosmic travelers, cosmic observatory residents, viewers of countless galaxies: #48 Rosalina &amp; Luma Wii U: great image connection With our space duo, I was very surprised to see them join. I hate fighting
them, and at the same time I don't like to play like them, I'm happy they're still in the game. As far as I'm concerned, this isn't bad. It's not great, but it's not bad. I wish they couldn't use it in a team-oriented way similar to climbers, but that's what we got. 6/10 Ultimate: Image Link Honestly, this first one is just a better version. She looks more
at the viewer, with negative area containers and wand glitters closer to Luma Rosalina. WAND POLISH. Even if the points are deducted, because There are so many similarities between this process and its first voice. It's a tragic lack of authenticity. He still finds plenty in line with his overall rendering though in the Mario series, so ...
7.4/10 One to the other: &gt; What do you think? Last edited: August 23, 2019 Ultimate but barely beat Wii U. Rosalina is naturally absolutely gorgeous as every Ultimate design way is elegant again than her Wii U, though she still looks great. : 7/10 Good rendering though it doesn't even seem to pay attention. : 9/10 Luma making a
similar gesture as Rosalina's left arm is a really nice touch. Great overall rendering. Standing at 5'7pm, weighing 107lbs, she bruiser's from the Bronx: #49 Little Mac Wii U/3DS: the image link photo is stunning in a pose for the camera as if used for the hype of the next match, Little Mac poses for viewers and shows off his big right arm. It's
boi swole! It's a little weird, but the pose isn't so bad. It's a little weird, yes, but not bad. 6/10 Ultimate: Image link and now Mac has stunning pose in anticipation of its Slip Counter. It's interesting to see from the front. Looks like the camera's ready to go on deck. I wish he'd showed me more arms. But now we can see his torso better. This
boi is still swole! Overall, it looks good and is not as strange as the previous one! 8.2/10 One to the other: &gt; What do you think of those below the height limit? : 5 (Kinda Flat) : 7 (Probably the best you can do but luma kind straight) : 8 (I just like posing) : 10 (L O K A T H O R T S) Worst: Last edit: Aug 24, 2019 7/10 9/10 8/10 10 10
When does the next character come? The little Mac does not strike me as the kind of character who will deliver a punch with real weight for the camera, so to speak - so, strangely, this slight pose is true. But that doesn't stop it from being boring. 6/10 How practical is love? The leg muscles are larger looking, ready to turn and add strength
to the right blow. Eyes straight ahead, serious. He wouldn't give you a more expressive look at his face. 8/10 8/10
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